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ABSTRACT 

STRAIN LOCALIZATION IN GRANODIORJTE MYLONITES: A 

MICROSTRUCTURAL AND ELECTRON BACKSCATTER DIFFRACTION (EBSD) 

STUDY OF THE SOUTH MOUNTAINS CORE COMPLEX, ARJZONA 

By 

Rebecca Michelle Greenberg 

Master of Science in Geology 

The evaluation of strain localization in detachment fault shear zones is essential to 

the study of continental core complex development and permits insight into continental 

crust rheology during extension. A microstructural and EBSD study of the naturally 

defonned Tertiary South Mountains granodiorite and granite mylonitic shear zone rocks 

was conducted to determine the deformation mechanisms that promote strain localization 

during metamorphic core complex development. It was hypothesized that the strength of 

quartz strongly influences strain localization in the naturally deformed granodiorite 

mylonites and granite mylonites. 

Microstructural observation of quartz grains reveals the presence of elongate 

'ribbon grains' with subgrain development along the rims of these grains, and irregular 

and sinuous sutured grain boundaries; these microstructures are interpreted as evidence of 

Regimes 2 and 3 dynamic recrystallization. In contrast, the plagioclase feldspar and 

potassium feldspar crystals are microfractured with limited development of bulging grain 

boundaries on the rims of the feldspar grains; this is interpreted as evidence of Regime 1 
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dynamic recrystallization. Pole figures of quartz EBSD data from granodiorite mylonites 

exhibit c-axis maxima that are interpreted as evidence of lattice preferred orientation. 

The locations of the maxima are indicative of rhomb <a> slip and prism <a> slip. 

Based on the interpreted slip systems, it is inferred that deformation occurred at 

moderate temperatures of 500-650°C. Based on the microstructural evidence for crystal 

plasticity and the interpreted lattice preferred orientation, it is suggested that quartz 

deforms by dislocation creep. In contrast, microstructural observations of the feldspar 

grains indicate limited crystal plasticity, suggesting that feldspar was more rheologically 

competent during this period of fabric development, and deformed dominantly by 

microfracturing. The results ofthis microstructural and EBSD study on naturally 

deformed shear zone rocks will be used to help evaluate strain localization and the 

rheology of continental crust during the development of metamorphic core complexes in 

zones of continental extension along low-angle detachment faults . 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 

GEOLOGIC AND TECTONIC HISTORY 

Basin and Range Province 

The Basin and Range Province is one of the best-studied examples of continental 

extension in the world. Most notably, there is a well known stratigraphic and structural 

record within the Basin and Range Province documenting western North America's 

transition from a convergent plate boundary with associated compressional deformational 

styles to a transform plate boundary accommodating two different styles of extension. 

The middle Tertiary extensional development of metamorphic core complexes in the 

North American Cordillera can be divided into two zones: the northern core complexes 

associated with the Nevada hinterland and the southeastern California and Arizona core 

complexes in the Basin and Range Province (e.g., Coney, 1980). 

The Basin and Range Province is unique not only because of the rate at which 

extension occurred, but because the metamorphic core complexes in the Basin and Range 

Province are not associated with Mesozoic compression (e.g., Coney, 1980). This makes 

an evaluation of strain localization and the strength of continental crust during the 

development of metamorphic core complexes less fraught with error. In the southern 

Basin and Range Province, the southeastern California and Arizona metamorphic core 

complexes rapidly developed in approximately 1.5 million years (e.g. Reynolds et al. , 

1986). 

The South Mountains, south of Phoenix, Arizona, are host to a Miocene 

metamorphic core complex (e.g., Reynolds, 1985; Reynolds et al., 1986). Prior geologic 

mapping indicates the development of the Tertiary metamorphic core complex is the only 
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deformational episode in the South Mountains since the Precambrian (e.g. Reynolds, 

1985; Reynolds et al. , 1986). In addition, the evidence of contemporaneous brittle and 

ductile def01mation along the South Mountains detachment fault and the Tertiary age of 

the footwall mylonites enables one to evaluate strain localization in the continental crust 

of metamorphic core complexes, and to gain insight into the strength of continental crust 

in core complexes. A field study of strain localization in the Tertiary South Mountains 

granodiorite mylonites can help lead to greater insight into the deformation mechanisms 

and conditions that promote strain localization in continental detachment fault systems. 

The results ofthis study will contribute to knowledge of naturally def01med shear zone 

rocks that can be used to evaluate continental core complex development and continental 

crust rheology during extension. 

The Basin and Range Province refers to a region of the North American tectonic 

plate that extends east of the Sierra Nevada and west of the Colorado Plateau, as well as 

south of the Snake River down into northwestern Mexico (Figure 1.1 ; e.g., Coney, 1987; 

Wernicke et al., 1988; Wells and Hillhouse, 1989; Niemi et al., 2001). Although 

geographically defined as a single region, the present-day Basin and Range Province 

developed during two distinct episodes of crustal extension (e.g., Coney, 1987), resulting 

in two very different structural styles of deformation. 

The first episode of east-west extension occurred ~30-20 Ma in the middle 

Tertiary at the end of the Laramide Orogeny (e.g., Coney, 1987). This post

compressional northeast-trending extension along low-angle normal faults, accompanied 

by ignimbrite eruptions, led to widespread development of 'metamorphic core complex' 

structures in the North American Cordillera (e.g., Coney, 1987). The second extensional 
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period took place in the late Tertiary and is characterized by 'horst and graben' normal 

fault structures. This latter episode occurred as a result of west-northwest crustal 

extension (Niemi et al., 2001) in two extensional domains (Wernicke et al., 1988). Since 

the late Tertiary, the region has accommodated ~250 km of total extension (e.g., 

Wernicke et al., 1988; Niemi et al., 2001). 

42 
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Figure 1.1 Map showing the geographic extent of the Basin and Range Province 
in the United States. Modified from Parsons ( 1995). 
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Geologic History of the Basin and Range Province 

Mesozoic Compression 

The North American Cordillera extends from Canada south into Mexico, and 

laterally extends from the Coast Ranges on the western margin ofNorth America to the 

Front Range of the Rocky Mountains in Colorado, Wyoming, and Montana (Figure 1.2). 

Two Mesozoic compressional styles can be found within the North American Cordillera. 

An overview of Mesozoic compression is important to a study of the development of the 

Basin and Range Province because Basin and Range extensional structures are 

superimposed on earlier Mesozoic compressive structures related to the Sevier and 

Laramide orogenies (Figure 1.2). Both the Sevier and Laramide Orogenies resulted in 

over-thickening of the continental crust, which later helped to promote Tertiary extension 

in the Basin and Range Province. 
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Sevier-style deformation refers to thin-skinned tectonism within the back-arc 

basin. "Thin-ski1med tectonics" implies that within the Sevier fold-and-thrust belt only 

the supracrustal rocks are affected and the crystalline basement is not deformed by the 

ramp-flat geometry along low-angle thrust faults (Figure 1.3b ). These "fold-and-thrust 

belts" were developed in the back-arc region. The back-arc region developed within the 

overriding North American plate during subduction of the Farallon plate. The Sevier 

Orogeny began between - 140 Ma in the northern part of the North American Cordillera 

and - 50 Main the southern part of the Cordillera presumably due to the moderate dip 

angle of the subducting Farallon plate beneath the North American plate (Figure 1.3a; 

e.g., Coney, 1987). The over-thickened continental crust of the Sevier back-arc thrust 

belt and associated Sevier-style deformation is exposed in the northern portion of the 

Basin and Range Province from Canada south into Nevada; it is best exposed in Utah 

(Figure 1.2). 

Laramide-style deformation occurred between - 80 Main the northern part of the 

North American Cordillera and - 30 Main the southern portion of the Cordillera (e.g., 

Coney, 1987). This expression of "thick-skinned tectonics" is defined by high-angle 

reverse faults within the arc in which both the supracrustal rocks and the crystalline 

basement are involved in the faulting (Figure 1.4b ). The change in deformation style is 

interpreted to be due to a decrease in the subduction angle of the Farallon plate beneath 

the North American plate. The progressively lower dip angle of subduction led to the 

development of over-thickened continental crust in the actual arc itself (Figure 1.4a; e.g. , 

Coney, 1987). In contrast to the Sevier Orogeny, the Laramide Orogeny affected a much 

larger area spatially, with evidence of high-angle reverse faulting found in Canada, 
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Montana, Wyoming, South Dakota, Nevada, Arizona, Colorado, and Mexico (Figure 

1.2). The Laramide Orogeny thus affected the entire nascent Basin and Range Province. 
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Figure 1.3 Schematic cross section fi·om SW to E across the western continental 
margin. Sevier orogen, Rocky Mountain foreland , and Great Plains during the late 
Cretaceous-early Tertiary episode or horizontal subduction of the Farallon plate. 

Inland vo lcani sm was produced at a hingeline where the slab bent down and 
allo\ved \-vater-rich metasediments on top or oceanic crust to contact 

hot asthenosphere. Figure I from Bird ( 1984 ). 
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Cenozoic Extension 

The present-day Basin and Range Province developed during two distinct 

episodes ofTertiary crustal extension following the Mesozoic compressive episodes (e.g. , 

Coney, 1987), resulting in two very different structural styles of deformation. The first 

episode of east-west extension occurred in the middle Tertiary at the end of the Laramide 

Orogeny -30-20 Ma (e.g., Coney, 1987). This post-compressional northeast-trending 

extension along low-angle normal faults, accompanied by ignimbrite eruptions, led to 

widespread development of 'metamorphic core complex' structures in the North 

American Cordillera - 30-20 Ma (e.g., Coney, 1987). 

The second extensional period took place in the late Tertiary and is characterized 

by 'horst and graben' high-angle (- 60°) normal fault structures. This latter episode 

occurred as a result of west-northwest crustal extension (e.g., Niemi et al. , 2001 ). While 

it is commonly accepted that the Basin and Range Province developed in part due to two 

periods of continental extension, there remains debate as to the driving tectonic processes 

behind its formation (e.g., Atwater, 1970; Coney and Reynolds, 1977; Dickinson and 

Snyder, 1979; Coney, 1980; Dewey, 1980; Wernicke, 1981; Coney, 1987; Severinghaus 

and Atwater, 1990). Despite this debate, both extensional episodes can be related to a 

change in the interaction of the Pacific and North American plates. 

Episode I: Early to Middle Tertiary 

Extension during the Middle Te1tiary is characterized by the development of 

'metamorphic corecomplex' structures and associated low-angle normal faults. The slab 

roll-back and slab gap hypotheses are the two primary hypotheses used to explain the 

plate tectonic setting and the first period of extension that began with the conclusion of 
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the Laramide Orogeny in the beginning ofthe Tertiary ~65 Ma (e.g., Atwater, 1970; 

Dickinson and Snyder, 1979; Dickinson, 1981; Coney, 1987). During the first period of 

extension beginning in the Early Tertiary, the Farallon plate was obliquely subducted 

beneath the western margin of the North American plate (Figure 1.5; e.g., Atwater, 1970; 

Coney, 1980; Coney, 1987; Severinghaus and Atwater, 1990). In the Middle Tertiary 

(~30- 20 Ma), once the Farallon plate was completely subducted, the East Pacific Rise 

came into contact with the North American plate at present-day Baja California and 

began to subduct beneath it (Figure 1.5; e.g., Atwater, 1970; Coney, 1980; Coney, 1987). 

With subduction of the Farallon plate complete by ~25 Ma, the northwest moving Pacific 

Plate came into contact with the west-moving North American plate, beginning to change 

what was previously a convergent plate boundary into a transform one (Figure 1.5 ; e.g., 

Atwater, 1970; Coney, 1980; Coney, 1987). 

The slab roll-back hypothesis states that at the end of the Laramide Orogeny in 

the beginning of the Tertiary, the previously flat-dipping subducting Laramide slab 

experienced a significant increase in dip angle and began to roll back toward the western 

margin ofthe North American tectonic plate (e.g., Coney and Reynolds, 1977; Dickinson 

and Snyder, 1979; Coney, 1980; Dewey, 1980; Coney, 1987). The decrease in 

compressive stresses on the western margin of the North American plate allowed energy 

stored in the over-thickened continental crust of the arc complex to thermally relax and 

dissipate laterally in an east-west direction, resulting in crustal extension (e.g., Coney, 

1987; DeCelles, 2004). 
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As a result of the thermal relaxation associated with slab roll-back, granitic crustal 

melts formed , initiating the ignimbrite flare-up (e.g. , Coney, 1987). The ignimbrite flare

up migrated west, following the retreating Laramide slab (e.g., Coney and Reynolds, 

1977; Coney, 1987). The massive heating ofthe lithosphere associated with the 

ignimbrite flare-up caused thi1ming of the crust, thus leading to extension. 

The slab gap hypothesis (Figure 1.6), suggests that as the convergent plate 

boundary started to become a transform plate boundary (e.g. , Atwater, 1970; Dickinson 

and Snyder, 1979), the triple junction where the East Pacific Rise came into contact with 

the North American plate began to migrate northwest. The subducting Farallon plate fell 

away, thus creating a gap where the subducting slab used to be (Figure 1.6; e.g., 

Dickinson and Snyder, 1979; Coney, 1980; Coney, 1987). This gap was located beneath 

the southern Basin and Range Province (e.g., Dickinson and Snyder, 1979; Coney, 1980; 

Coney, 1987). Upwelling mantle filled the gap, heating and thinning the lithosphere, and 

causing extension in the oveniding plate (e.g., Dickinson and Snyder, 1979; Coney, 

1987). Coincident with early to middle Tertiary extension is the 'ignimbrite flare-up' 

(e.g., Coney, 1987). The 'ignimbrite flare-up' of increased igneous activity occuned at 

the end ofthe Laramide Orogeny due to retreat of the Farallon plate associated with the 

transition from compressional to extensional tectonics (e.g., Coney, 1987). The 

subsequent increase in magmatic activity associated with the ignimbrite flare-up migrated 

southwest from Idaho to Arizona, also contributing to mid-Tertiary extension (e.g. , 

Coney and Reynolds, 1977; Dickinson, 1981; Coney, 1987). This episode ofmid

Tertiary extension happened over a protracted period of time in the North American 
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Episode 2: Middle to Late Tertiary 

Throughout the middle Tertiary, the continued subduction of the East Pacific Rise 

beneath the continental North American plate resulted in the increased lengthening of the 

proto-San Andreas fault while the Pacific plate continued to move northwestward along 

its plate boundary with the North American plate (Figure 1.5; e.g., Atwater, 1970; Coney, 

1980; Coney, 1987). Lengthening of the outboard proto-San Andreas transform fault 

boundary occurred due to the northwestward migration of the triple junction away from 

Baja California, which resulted in the slab gap growing (Figure 1.6; e.g. , Atwater, 1970; 

Coney, 1987; Severinghaus and Atwater, 1990). The expanding slab gap is represented 

on the surface by the development of high-angle normal faults. 

At - 6 Ma the outboard transform plate margin shifted from the Pacific Ocean 

inboard to the North American continent, transferring Baja California and southern 

California from the North American to the Pacific tectonic plate, thus initiating the 

modem San Andreas fault system (e.g., Atwater, 1970; Coney, 1987; Severinghaus and 

Atwater, 1990). Right-lateral motion along the Pacific-North American transform plate 

boundary continued, as did northwest-southeast directed Basin and Range extension. 

Results of the changed boundary include clockwise rotation of the Western Transverse 

Ranges in southern California (e.g. , Luyendyk, 1991; Crouch and Suppe, 1993; Atwater, 

1998), and continued horst and graben style extension in the Basin and Range Province. 

In contrast to the mid-Tertiary extension characterized by the development of 

metamorphic core complexes along low-angle normal faults, late Tertiary extension is 

characterized by the development of 'horst and graben' structures bounded by high-angle 

normal faults. 
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Structural Styles Associated with Extension 

Two styles of normal faulting are observed in the Basin and Range Province: the 

'metamorphic core complex' and 'horst and graben' structures. Less common is the 

'metamorphic core complex' structure, which emphasizes the role of low-angle (:S 30° 

dip) normal faults in denuding crustal rocks. According to Coney (1980), a metamorphic 

core complex is defined as an uplifted dome composed of metamorphic and plutonic 

rocks ; the uplifted dome is overlain by a low-angle detachment fault and brittlely 

deformed hanging wall rocks (Figure 1. 7). 

Initially considered to be features of low-angle thrust faults associated with 

Sevier-style deformation (e.g. , Misch, 1960), the metamorphic core complexes are found 

along the length ofthe North American Cordillera (Figure 1.2; e.g., Coney, 1979; Coney, 

1980; Almstrong, 1982; Coney, 1987). The metamorphic core complexes are older in the 

north and younger in the south, possibly reflecting the retreat-to-the-southwest of the 

Farallon plate (e.g., Coney, 1980; Almstrong, 1982; Coney, 1987). Two domains of 

metamorphic core complexes exist in the North American Cordillera: one associated with 

the Nevada hinterland region to the north and the other in the Arizona-Sonora region to 

the south (e.g. , Coney, 1980; Coney, 1987). The difference between the two domains is 

that while both formed due to retreat of the Farallon slab, the metamorphic core 

complexes located in the Nevada hinterland region developed in a time period 

overlapping with Laramide deformation; the Arizona-Sonora metamorphic core 

complexes did not develop until after Laramide deformation ceased. 
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(Figure 1.7). Structures associated with metamorphic core complexes include: (1) a 

domed footwall, (2) a low-angle (less than 30°) fault surface, (3) an elongate outcrop 

pattern in the direction of extension, and ( 4) corrugated fault surfaces with corrugations 

parallel to slip direction. Indicative lithologies and textures of extension along low-angle 

n01mal faults are: (1) metamorphic or plutonic footwall rocks that may show evidence of 

ductile deformation; (2) a down-temperature deformation history of the footwall rocks, 

which indicates the cooling and denudation of lower crustal rocks and thus, extension; (3) 

a brittlely deformed hanging wall; and (4) a sharp detachment fault surface polished with 

slickensides and usually underlain by fault gouge (e.g., Coney, 1980; Davis, 1980; Rehrig 

and Reynolds, 1980; Reynolds, 1985; Davis et al. , 1986; Reynolds et al., 1986; Coney, 

1987; Lister and Davis, 1989). 

Northern Cordillera vs. Southern Cordillera 

As mentioned previously, the Sevier Orogeny and the Laramide Orogeny 

occurred during the Mesozoic. The Sevier Orogeny affected the northern and central 

portions of the North American Cordillera, and its deformational effects did not extend 

into southern Arizona and northern Mexico. Thus, only the northern portion of the 

metamorphic core complexes, especially those in Utah and the Nevada hinterland (e.g. , 

Cooper and Platt, 2008), show evidence of Sevier-style deformation. In contrast, the 

Laramide Orogeny had a larger spatial distribution and its effects reached further south 

into southern Arizona and northern Mexico (Figure 1.2). 

In the northern and central portions of the North American Cordillera, Sevier and 

Laramide-style deformation overlaps in both space and time (Figure 1.2), adding a further 

layer of structural complexity to this region. Additionally, the thrust-related low-angle 
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mylonites associated with the Sevier Orogeny were initially confused with the normal 

fault-related mylonites associated with the metamorphic core complexes (e.g., Misch, 

1960; Armstrong, 1968; Price and Mountjoy, 1970). Combined with development ofthe 

metamorphic core complexes in the mid-Tertiary, the overlapping Mesozoic 

deformational styles make it difficult to ascertain the individual effects of the Laramide 

and Sevier orogenies, as well as the development of the metamorphic core complex 

stmctures (e.g., Coney, 1980). 

Southeastern-California and Arizona Core Complexes and Their Significance 

Geologic mapping was conducted in the Catalina-Rincon, Harcuvar, Whipple

Buckskin-Rawhide Mountains, and the South Mountains metamorphic core complexes of 

southeastern-California and Arizona (e.g., Banks, 1980; Davis et al., 1980; Rehrig and 

Reynolds, 1980; Reynolds and Rehrig, 1980; Reynolds, 1985; Bykerk-Kauffman and 

Janecke, 1987). The results of these previous geologic studies indicate that Laramide

style deformation definitely preceded the development of the southeastern-California and 

Arizona metamorphic core complexes (e.g., Coney, 1980; Reynolds and Rehrig, 1980; 

Reynolds et al., 1986). The Tertiary metamorphic core complexes located in 

southeastern California and Arizona are especially significant because in addition to 

definitely forming after the Laramide Orogeny, these complexes are not associated with 

the Nevada hinterland of the Sevier Orogeny to the north (Figure 1.2; e.g., Coney, 1980). 

The development of metamorphic core complexes in southeastern California and Arizona 

can be studied as a distinct event unrelated to the Laramide Orogeny because these 

complexes either show no evidence of Laramide-style deformation or geologic mapping 

indicates Laramide-style deformation is older than metamorphic core complex 
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development. The ability to differentiate between Laramide-style deformation and the 

development of metamorphic core complexes in the southeastern California and Arizona 

core complexes is significant to studies of the formation, deformation, and 

metamorphism of all core complexes throughout the Cordillera. 

The South Mountains are the only metamorphic core complex in Arizona that 

does not also exhibit evidence of Mesozoic plutonism or metamorphism. This is 

important because one issue central to a study of core complexes is determining that the 

footwall mylonitic zone is related to development of the metamorphic core complex 

(Price and Mountjoy, 1970; Davis et al., 1980; Davis et al., 1986; Reynolds et al., 1986; 

Davis and Lister, 1988; Lister and Davis, 1989; Reynolds and Lister, 1990). This 

relationship is difficult to conclude in the northern and central parts of the North 

American Cordillera, and can be complicated to determine in the southern part of the 

North American Cordillera as well. 

The Catalina-Rincon Mountains in southeastern Arizona expose a metamorphic 

core complex along the northeast-southwest extending Catalina fault (e.g., Banks, 1980; 

Bykerk-Kauffman and Janecke, 1987; Bykerk-Kauffman, 1990; Bykerk-Kauffman, 

2008). Although the complex is younger than Laramide-style deformation and is not 

associated with the Nevada hinterland, many questions remain unanswered. Radiometric 

studies return inconclusive results , meaning that the number and ages of deformations are 

unclear (e.g., Banks, 1977; Banks, 1980; Bykerk-Kauffman and Janecke, 1987; Gehrels 

and Smith, 1991). The plutons of the Catalina-Rincon Mountains may be Mesozoic in 

age (e.g., Banks, 1977; Banks, 1980; Bykerk-Kauffman and Janecke, 1987; Gehrels and 

Smith, 1991). 
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In the middle Tertiary, the Harcuvar metamorphic core complex developed in 

west-central Arizona (e.g., Rehrig and Reynolds, 1980). The Harcuvar complex is 

composed of the Harquahala, Harcuvar, Buckskin, and Rawhide Mountains (e.g., Rehrig 

and Reynolds, 1980). The complex is characterized by northeast-southwest-trending 

extension, a low-angle detachment fault surface, and mylonitic foliation with northeast

trending lineation in the footwall (e.g., Rehrig and Reynolds, 1980; Reynolds and Rehrig, 

1980; Reynolds and Lister, 1990). While it is possible to correlate the mylonitization 

with the dated South Mountains metamorphic core complex and determine a tentative 

date of deformation at 25.3 Ma (Reynolds and Rehrig, 1980), the Harcuvar complex is 

not an ideal study area because of the complicating presence of additional Mesozoic 

intrusions and associated deformation (Davis et al., 1980). 

A metamorphic core complex developed in the Whipple-Buckskin-Rawhide 

Mountains, located in southeastem Califomia, in the middle Tertiary - 14-19 Ma (e.g., 

Davis et al., 1980; Davis et al., 1982; Davis et al., 1986; Lister and Davis, 1989). 

Although it is clear the deformation is younger than Laramide-style deformation(- 80-30 

Ma), (e.g., Coney, 1980; Reynolds and Rehrig, 1980; Reynolds et al., 1986), the 

Whipple-Buckskin-Rawhide Mountains show evidence of multiple episodes of mid

Tertiary deformation from - 19-14 Ma (e.g., Lister and Davis, 1989). There is evidence 

of at least two episodes of detachment faulting, rotation of the hanging-wall blocks, and 

lateral warping along northeast-southwest axes (e.g., Davis et al., 1986). The core 

complex is characterized by a low-angle detachment fault, associated brecciation, and a 

subhorizontal zone of mylonitization in the footwall (e.g., Davis eta!., 1980; Davis eta!., 

1982; Davis et al., 1986). The Whipple-Buckskin-Rawhide metamorphic core complex 
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has a sufficient degree of complexity that it is worthwhile to find a more simple option 

for a rheological study of metamorphic core complexes. 

The South Mountains metamorphic core complex, south of Phoenix, Arizona 

(Figure 1.8), exposes Tertiary extensional mylonites that formed coincident with 

intrusion ofthe footwall rocks (e.g., Reynolds and Rehrig, 1980; Reynolds, 1985; 

Reynolds et al., 1986). A study of cross-cutting relationships and geochronology allows 

the link between the footwall mylonites and the development of the metamorphic core 

complex to be determined (Reynolds and Rehrig, 1980; Reynolds, 1985; Reynolds et al., 

1986). In addition, the lack of over-printing deformational episodes and the evidence of 

contemporaneous brittle and ductile deformation along the South Mountains detachment 

fault enables one to evaluate strain localization in continental crust in core complexes, 

which gives insight into the strength of continental crust. 
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MOTIVATION OF PROJECT 

The South Mountains, located south of Phoenix, Arizona (Figure 1.8), are host to 

a Miocene metamorphic core complex dominated by Tertiary intrusive rocks and 

associated Tertiary extensional mylonites (e.g., Reynolds, 1985; Reynolds et al., 1986). 

Geologic mapping indicates that since the Precambrian only one major episode of 

deformation has occurred in the South Mountains: the development of the Miocene 

metamorphic core complex (e.g. , Reynolds, 1985). The lack of multiple deformational 

episodes in the South Mountains makes it an ideal location for a study of continental 

crust rheology during metamorphic core complex extension. 

The Basin and Range Province is one of the best-known examples of continental 

extension in the world. It is also notable for the speed at which the metamorphic core 

complexes developed; for example, the South Mountains metamorphic core complex 

formed in - 1.5 million years (Reynolds et al., 1986). In addition, the footwall rocks of 

the South Mountains detachment fault contain evidence of both brittle and ductile 

deformation. 

Prior studies of the South Mountains metamorphic core complex (e.g., Davis et 

al., 1986; Reynolds, 1985; Reynolds et al., 1986) were instrumental in defining the 

Tertiary origin of mylonites and the timing of formation of metamorphic core complexes. 

Strain localization of extensional provinces has yet to be comprehensively studied in the 

South Mountains metamorphic core complex. The rate of extension and speed at which 

these core complexes formed makes a rheological study essential to understanding how 

continental crust behaves during extension. 
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Studies of experimentally deformed quartz-rich rocks from the Ruby Gap duplex, 

Central Australia, the westem Adirondacks, and other locations suggest that crystal 

plastic deformation of the crust is controlled by quartz (e.g., Hirth et al., 2001; Tullis, 

2002; Gleason and DeSisto, 2008), but the flow laws utilized are constrained by a limited 

amount of field data. A field study of strain localization in the Te11iary South Mountains 

granodiorite mylonites can help lead to greater insight into the deformation mechanisms 

and conditions that promote strain localization in continental detachment fault systems. 

The results of this study will contribute to rheology studies of naturally deformed shear 

zone rocks (e.g. , Hirth et al., 2001; Tullis, 2002; Gleason and DeSisto, 2008), that can be 

used to evaluate continental core complex development and continental crust rheology 

during extension. 
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SOUTH MOUNTAINS GEOLOGY 

Geographic Location 

The South Mountains are located south of Phoenix, Arizona, in the City of 

Phoenix South Mountain Park (Figure 1.8; e.g., Avedisian, 1966; Reynolds, 1985). The 

South Mountains are an 18 km, northeast-trending metamorphic core complex (Figure 

1. 9), that is part of a series of metamorphic core complexes in southwestern Arizona 

(Figure 1.8; e.g. , Rehrig and Reynolds, 1980; Reynolds and Rehrig, 1980; Reynolds, 

1985). The South Mountains are located in the southern portion of the North American 
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Cordillera, and more specifically in the southwestem part of the Basin and Range 

Province (e.g., Wilson and Moore, 1959; Hayes, 1969; Rehrig and Reynolds, 1980). 

Lithologic Units 

Precambrian 

Estrella Gneiss and Komatke Granite 

The Proterozoic Estrella Gneiss is widely distributed and is visible on the North, 

Alta, and westem half of Main ridges (Figure 1. 9) . It is dominantly quartzofeldspathic in 

composition with abundant amounts of amphibolite also present (Reynolds, 1985). 

Homblende, plagioclase feldspar, biotite, and quartz are present, as is a crystalloblastic 

foliation (Reynolds, 1985). This is indicative of upper amphibolite-facies metamorphism 

(Reynolds, 1985). The Estrella Gneiss' proto lith is most likely an intermediate to mafic 

plutonic rock or a metasedimentary rock (Reynolds, 1985). The Estrella Gneiss is Rb-Sr 

dated as 1.8-1.6 Ga (Reynolds, 1985), and was probably formed during a prior 

Precambrian period of intrusion and deformation (Reynolds, 1985). 

The younger and more sparsely distributed Komatke Granite is found on the 

southwest sides of Alta Ridge and Main Ridge (Figure 1.9; Reynolds, 1985). The 1.6-1.7 

Ga Komatke Granite is composed primarily of quartz, potassium feldspar, plagioclase 

feldspar, and variable amounts of biotite and homblende (Reynolds, 1985). A 

crystalloblastic foliation is also present (Reynolds, 1985). This basement rock most 

likely formed during a later Precambrian intrusion, as evidence by its intrusive contact 

with the Estrella Gneiss (Reynolds, 1985). 
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Tertiary Intrusives 

The eastern half of the South Mountains shows evidence of three major intmsive 

episodes that comprise a single composite pluton: the South Mountains Granodiorite, 

Telegraph Pass Granite, and Dobbins Alaskite (Figure 1.9; Reynolds, 1985 ; Reynolds et 

a!., 1986). Additionally, two separate sets of extension-related, north-nmthwest trending 

dikes can be identified (Figure 1.9; Reynolds, 1985; Reynolds eta!., 1986). 

South Mounta;ns Granod;orite 

The ~24 Ma South Mountains Granodiorite is presumed to be the oldest of the 

three intmsive units, and it is also the most widely distributed (Reynolds, 1985 ; Reynolds 

eta!., 1986). The South Mountains Granodiorite laterally extends to cover most of the 

eastern half of the range (Figure 1.9; Reynolds and Rehrig, 1980; Reynolds eta!. , 1986), 

and the best exposed outcrops are in the eastern pat1 of Main Ridge and in the Southern 

Foothills (Figure 1.9; Reynolds, 1985). The South Mountains Granodiorite is comprised 

of quartz, potassium feldspar, and plagioclase feldspar, with variable amounts of biotite 

(Avedisian, 1966; Reynolds and Rehrig, 1980; Reynolds, 1985). 

Telegraph Pass Gran;te 

The ~22 Ma Telegraph Pass Granite is the middle-aged of the Tertiary intmsive 

units (Reynolds eta!., 1986), and is best exposed in Telegraph Pass and in the central 

Southern Foothills (Figure 1.9; Reynolds, 1985). In Telegraph Pass it shares an intmsive 

contact with the Estrella Gneiss and a gradational intrusive contact with the South 

Mountains Granodiorite (Figure 1.9; Reynolds, 1985; Reynolds eta!. , 1986). In the 

Southern Foothills the Telegraph Pass Granite overlies the South Mountains Granodiorite 
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and underlies the Estrella Gneiss (Reynolds, 1985; Reynolds et al., 1986). Telegraph 

Pass Granite is compositionally similar to the South Mountains Granodiorite (Reynolds, 

1985). 

Dobbins Alaskite 

Dobbins Alaskite is the youngest ( ~21 Ma) and least laterally extensive of the 

three Tertiary intrusive units (Reynolds et al., 1986). It is best exposed on Dobbins 

Lookout, Mount Suppoa, and in the Southern Foothills (Figure 1.9; Reynolds, 1985). 

Dobbins Alaskite is a white, fine-grained , quartz-rich rock (Reynolds and Rehrig, 1980; 

Reynolds, 1985). 

Dikes 

In the center of the South Mountains are two sets of middle Tertiary north

northwest- trending dike swarms (Figure 1.9; Reynolds and Rehrig, 1980; Reynolds, 

1985). The older set of dikes is coarser-grained, dominantly granitic in composition 

(Reynolds et al. , 1986), and has a mylonitic fabric (Reynolds, 1985). This older mid

Tertiary dike swarm is primarily found in the central to east portion of the range, with 

exposures east of Telegraph Pass and in the central Southern Foothills (Figure 1.9; 

Reynolds, 1985; Reynolds et al. , 1986). The younger set is finer-grained , dioritic in 

composition (Reynolds et al., 1986), and does not show evidence of a mylonitic fabric 

(Reynolds, 1985). The younger dike swarm is exposed in the western Southern Foothills 

and west ofTelegraph Pass on Main Ridge (Figure 1.9; Reynolds, 1985; Reynolds et al., 

1986). 
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Tertiary Fault Rocks 

Mylonites 

Structurally below the Tertiary fault rocks associated with the South Mountains 

detachment fault is a less than 200-meter thick mylonitic shear zone (Reynolds and 

Rehrig, 1980; Davis et al., 1986). Some of the South Mountains Granodiorite has a 

mylonitic fabric, with the degree of mylonitization increasing up-structure towards the 

South Mountains detachment fault (Reynolds and Rehrig, 1980), toward its contact with 

the Precambrian Estrella Gneiss and Komatke Granite (Reynolds, 1985). The mylonitic 

South Mountains Granodiorite is characterized by smaller overall grain size and foliation 

shown by "smearing" of the biotite crystals (Reynolds, 1985). The Telegraph Pass 

Granite may also exhibit a mylonitic fabric (Reynolds, 1985). In contrast to the above 

units in which there is local evidence of a mylonitic fabric, the mylonitic gneiss and 

schist have an extremely pervasive mylonitic fabric in addition to also having undergone 

mineral replacement (Reynolds, 1985). 

The mylonitic gneiss and schist are best exposed at Mount Suppoa and Dobbins 

Lookout (Figure 1.9; Reynolds, 1985). The mylonitic gneiss and schist overlie South 

Mountains Granodiorite (Figure 1.9; Reynolds and Rehrig, 1980) and underlie Estrella 

Gneiss (Reynolds, 1985). The mylonitic gneiss and schist have various protoliths 

including Estrella Gneiss, South Mountains Granodiorite, Telegraph Pass Granite, and 

Dobbins Alaskite (Reynolds and Rehrig, 1980; Reynolds, 1985). 
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Chloritic Breccia 

The chloritic breccia is located in the footwall of the low-angle South Mountains 

detachment fault (Figure 1.9; Reynolds and Rehrig, 1980; Reynolds, 1985; Reynolds et 

al., 1986). It formed from brittle deformation of the South Mountains Granodiorite 

(Reynolds and Rehrig, 1980) in relation to movement along the South Mountains 

detachment fault (Reynolds and Rehrig, 1980; Reynolds, 1985). The South Mountains 

Granodiorite was fractured, faulted, and hydrothermally altered to become chloritic 

breccia (Reynolds, 1985). It is best exposed on the eastern ends of Main and Ahwatukee 

Ridges (Figure 1.9; Reynolds, 1985; Reynolds et al., 1986). 

Micro breccia 

The micro breccia is also located in the footwall of the low-angle South Mountains 

detachment fault (Figure 1.9; Reynolds and Rehrig, 1980; Reynolds, 1985; Reynolds et 

al., 1986). Formed from brittle deformation ofthe South Mountains Granodiorite 

(Reynolds and Rehrig, 1980), the microbreccia is structurally beneath the chloritic 

breccia (Reynolds and Rehrig, 1980). Microbreccia is distinguished from the chloritic 

breccia due to the much smaller size of the angular fragments and the presence of up to 

90% matrix (Reynolds, 1985). Additionally, microbreccia contains less chlorite than the 

chloritic breccia (Reynolds, 1985). 

Tertiary Structural Geology 

The three episodes of middle Tertiary intrusion were accompanied by east

northeast directed extension of continental crust along the low-angle South Mountains 

detachment fault (Reynolds, 1985). The South Mountains detachment fault is only 

exposed in a small klippe on Ahwatukee Ridge in the Southern Foothills (Figure 1.9). 
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Due to the east-northeast directed extension along the South Mountains detachment fault, 

the geometry of the South Mountains is best described as an asymmetric anti formal dome 

(Reynolds and Rehrig, 1980; Reynolds, 1985; Reynolds et al., 1986). Evidence 

supportive of the dome structure includes the observation that the mylonitic foliation dips 

away from the crest of the antiform (Figure 1.9). 

Cross-Cutting Relationships 

A study of cross-cutting relationships and Rb-Sr, U-Th-Pb, and K-Ar 

geochronologic dating methods allowed the timing of deformation of the South 

Mountains metamorphic core complex to be determined (Reynolds et al. , 1986). The 

mylonitization associated with the South Mountains detachment fault can be conclusively 

linked to the middle Tertiary plutonism through an analysis of cross-cutting relationships 

(Reynolds, 1985; Reynolds et al. , 1986). The three intrusive phases of the composite 

pluton and two sets of dikes are positively identified as co-magmatic through a study of 

their gradational contacts and similar compositions (Reynolds, 1985). 

There is evidence of the mylonitic fabric cutting the South Mountains 

granodiorite (Reynolds, 1985; Reynolds et al. , 1986); the mylonitization is younger than 

the geochronologic date determined for the granodiorite (Reynolds, 1985; Reynolds et al., 

1986). However, the mylonitic fabric is cut by both the Telegraph Pass Granite and 

Dobbins Alaskite (Reynolds, 1985; Reynolds et al., 1986); mylonitization is older than 

these two units (Reynolds, 1985; Reynolds et al., 1986). Mylonitization is also younger 

than the older, more granitic set of dikes, and older than the second, more dioritic set of 

dikes (Reynolds, 1985; Reynolds et al. , 1986). Based on these relationships, it is 

plausible to assume that activation of the South Mountains detachment fault and the 
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associated development of mylonitic fabrics was contemporaneous with intrusion of the 

mid-Tertiary composite pluton (Reynolds, 1985; Reynolds et al. , 1986). 

Geochronology 

Rb-Sr dating of the South Mountains Granodiorite yields a maximum age of 24.9 

+/- 3.0 Ma (Reynolds et al., 1986). Telegraph Pass Granite has an Rb-Sr age of27.6 +/-

11.9 Ma (Reynolds et al., 1986). Based on their comparable ages and nearly identical 

87Sr/86Sr ratios of0.7056 and 0.7062 respectively, the South Mountains Granodiorite and 

Telegraph Pass Granite are interpreted to be comagmatic at 25.0 Ma (Figure 1.10; 

Reynolds et al., 1986). U-Th-Pb analyses of zircon crystals from the South Mountains 

granodiorite yields an age of22.0 +/- 4.1 Ma, further confirming a Miocene age of 

emplacement (Reynolds et al., 1986). K-Ar biotite dates from the South Mountains 

Granodiorite and Telegraph Pass Granite are 20-19 Ma (Reynolds et al. , 1986). The K

Ar dates are interpreted as showing the composite pluton cooled below 250 oc within 3-6 

million years of intrusion (Reynolds et al., 1986). Based on cross-cutting relationships, 

the dikes are also interpreted to be Miocene in age (Reynolds et al., 1986). 

Mylonitization of the rocks occurred ~22-25 Ma (Figure 1.1 0), based on cross-cutting 

relationships and isotopic dating methods (Reynolds et al., 1986). Mylonitization 

definitely ended by the K-Ar biotite date of20-19 Ma (Reynolds et al., 1986). The South 

Mountains detachment fault was definitely not active until after intrusion ended 22-25 

Ma (Figure 1.10; Reynolds et al., 1986). Because the fault has evidence ofboth ductile 

mylonitic fabrics and younger brittle deformation fabrics, it was active 19-20 Ma, and 

probably up until 17 Ma (Figure 1.1 0; Reynolds et al., 1986). Development of the South 
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Mountains metamorphic core complex is thus dated as early Miocene (~20-17 Ma) in age 

(Reynolds et al., 1986). 

Structural Evolution of the South Mountains Metamorphic Core Complex 

In the early Miocene, 22-25 Ma, the composite pluton that primarily makes up the 

South Mountains metamorphic core complex was emplaced, disrupting the Precambrian 

crystalline basement (Reynolds et al., 1986). After intrusion was completed, the South 

Mountains detachment fault was active from ~20 Ma until ~17 Ma (Reynolds et al. , 

1986). Associated mylonitic fabrics formed ~ 19-20 Ma (Reynolds et al., 1986). It has 

been hypothesized that the South Mountains metamorphic core complex formed in an 

evolving crustal shear zone that accommodated middle Tertiary extension (Figure 1.11 ; 

e.g., Davis, 1983; Reynolds, 1985; Davis et al. , 1986; Reynolds et al., 1986; Lister and 

Davis, 1989; Reynolds and Lister, 1990). 
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THESIS WORK 

In Chapter 2, I present a microstructural and electron backscatter diffraction 

(EBSD) study of naturally deformed shear zone rocks from the footwall ofthe South 

Mountains, Arizona, core complex to interpret the deformation mechanisms associated 

with strain localization along the South Mountains detachment fault. Chapter 2 is written 

as a manuscript draft intended for submission to the Journal of Structural Geology. My 

thesis work is focused on the evaluation of strain localization processes that promote 

detachment faulting in the Miocene South Mountains Granodiorite and Telegraph Pass 

Granite intrusive units. Previous fieldwork indicates the footwall of the South Mountains 

core C'Omplex is dominated by the Miocene composite pluton that exhibits Miocene 

extensional mylonitic fabrics associated with the structural development of the core 

complex (e.g. , Reynolds, 1985; Reynolds et al., 1986). 

I conducted a microstructural and EBSD study of the Te11iary South Mountains 

Granodiorite and Telegraph Pass Granite mylonites to determine the deformation 

mechanisms that promote strain localization. The seven oriented samples were collected 

on an up-structure traverse through the ~60 m thick mylonitic shear zone towards the 

interpreted detachment fault surface. Deformational microstructures were identified 

through microstructural analysis of qum1z, plagioclase feldspar, and potassium feldspar 

grains. I used the identified microstructures to interpret dynamic recrystallization 

Regimes 2 and 3 for quartz grains, and dynamic recrystallization Regime 1 for the 

plagioclase feldspar and potassium feldspar grains. 

I used EBSD data from granodiorite mylonites in the shear zone to interpret a 

lattice-preferred orientation in quartz grains. Pole figures of quartz data exhibit c-axis 
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maxima that we interpret as evidence of lattice-preferred orientation. The locations of 

the maxima are indicative of rhomb <a> slip and prism <a> slip. Based on the 

interpreted slip systems, we infer that deformation of quartz occurred at moderate 

temperatures of 500-650°C. 

Based on the microstructural evidence for crystal plasticity and the interpreted 

lattice preferred orientation, I suggest that quartz deforms by dislocation creep. In 

contrast, microstructural observations of the feldspar grains indicate limited crystal 

plasticity, suggesting that feldspar was more rheologically competent during this period 

of fabric development, and deformed dominantly by microfracturing. The microstructural 

and EBSD study results for these naturally defom1ed shear zone rocks can be used to help 

evaluate strain localization and the strength of continental crust during the development 

of metamorphic core complexes along low-angle detachment faults. 
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CHAPTER 2: STRAIN LOCALIZATION IN QUARTZOFELDSPATHIC 
MYLONITES: A MICROSTRUCTURAL AND ELECTRON BACKSCATTER 

DIFFRACTION (EBSD) STUDY OF THE SOUTH MOUNTAINS CORE 
COMPLEX, ARIZONA 

INTRODUCTION 

The evaluation of strain localization in detachment fault shear zones is essential to 

the study of continental core complex development and permits insight into continental 

crust rheology during extension. 1 present a microstructural and electron backscatter 

diffraction (EBSD) study of naturally deformed shear zone rocks from the footwall ofthe 

South Mountains, Arizona, metamorphic core complex to interpret the deformation 

mechanisms that lead to strain localization along the detachment fault. I hypothesize that 

the strength of quartz strongly influences strain localization in the naturally deformed 

granodiorite mylonites and granite mylonites. 

A key issue to consider when undertaking a study of metamorphic core complexes 

is how and why these structures develop at such a rapid speed. The formation of 

metamorphic core complexes is not well understood. For example, the South Mountains 

metamorphic core complex developed in ~ 1.5 million years (e.g., Reynolds et al., 1986), 

but no sufficient explanation for the speed at which the brittle detachment fault slips has 

been hypothesized. 

Strength envelopes of experimentally deformed quartzofeldspathic rocks suggest 

quartz accommodates dislocation or diffusion creep of the lower crust (e.g., Gleason and 

Tullis, 1995; Stockhert et al. , 1999; Hirth et al. , 2001 ; Rutter and Brodie, 2004). There is 

also a possible transition in deformation mechanisms from dislocation creep to diffusion 

creep. This transition can promote dynamic recrystallization or strain localization of the 

quartz grains. 
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A metamorphic core complex often exposes lower crustal rocks in the footwalls, 

and this is where shearing associated with brittle detachment faulting begins. A study of 

the shear zone rocks associated with the South Mountains metamorphic core complex can 

lead to a greater understanding of how and why strain localization occurs so quickly. 

Additionally, this study can give us insight into the temperature conditions, deformation 

mechanisms, and dynamic recrystallization regimes present during strain localization of 

naturally deformed shear zone rocks. 

GEOLOGIC SETTING 

The Basin and Range Province 

The Basin and Range Province is one of the best-known continental extensional 

tectonic provinces in the world (e.g., Coney, 1980). The present-day Basin and Range 

Province may be the site of continental breakup over a diffuse boundary. Evidence 

supportive of this hypothesis is that the Basin and Range Province developed during 

several episodes of Tertiary crustal extension (e.g., Coney, 1987), one ofwhich resulted 

in the development of metamorphic core complexes. 

Metamorphic Core Complexes in the North American Cordillera 

In the northern part of the North American Cordillera, metamorphic core complex 

development is superimposed on structures associated with Mesozoic compression 

(Figure 2.1; e.g., Coney, 1980). In contrast, the metamorphic core complexes in the 

southern part of the North American Cordillera, specifically the southeastern California 

and Arizona metamorphic core complexes, generally do not have multiply deformed, 

older Mesozoic rocks in the footwall (e.g., Coney, 1980). Of the southeastern California 

and Arizona core complexes, there is one that does not also exhibit evidence of Mesozoic 
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or early Tertiary plutonism or metamorphism: the South Mountains metamorphic core 

complex, south of Phoenix, Arizona (Figure 2.2; e.g., Reynolds et al., 1986). The South 

Mountains expose intrusive rocks that are Tertiary in age, so a study to understand 

extension and the strain localization processes that lead to metamorphic core complex 

development is best located in the South Mountains. 

The South Mountains Metamorphic Core Complex 

The South Mountains are located just south of Phoenix, Arizona, in the City of 

Phoenix South Mountain Park (Figure 2.2; e.g., Avedisian, 1966; Reynolds, 1985). The 

South Mountains are an 18 km-long, northeast-trending metamorphic core complex that 

is part of a series of metamorphic core complexes in southwestern Arizona (e.g., Rehrig 

and Reynolds, 1980; Reynolds and Rehrig, 1980; Reynolds, 1985). The South Mountains 

are located in the southern portion of the North American Cordillera, and more 

specifically in the southwestern part of the Basin and Range Province (Figure 2.1; e.g., 

Wilson and Moore, 1959; Hayes, 1969; Rehrig and Reynolds, 1980). 

The footwall of the South Mountains metamorphic core complex is dominated by 

a Miocene composite pluton that exhibits extensional mylonitic fabrics associated with 

the structural development of the core complex (e.g., Reynolds and Rehrig, 1980; 

Reynolds, 1985; Reynolds et al., 1986). The composite pluton is composed of South 

Mountains Granodiorite, Telegraph Pass Granite, and Dobbins Alaskite, but the South 

Mountains Granodiorite is the most voluminous of the intrusive units (Figure 2.2; e.g., 

Reynolds and Rehrig, 1980; Reynolds, 1985; Reynolds et al., 1986). The composite 

pluton intruded the Precambrian Estrella Gneiss and Komatke Granite basement rocks 
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(Figure 2.2; Reynolds, 1985; Reynolds et al., 1986). The three episodes ofmiddle 

Tertiary intrusion that comprise the composite pluton were accompanied by east

northeast directed extension of continental crust along the low-angle South Mountains 

detachment fault (Figure 2.2; e.g., Reynolds, 1985). 

The South Mountains detachment fault shear zone is developed within the South 

Mountains Granodiorite and Telegraph Pass Granite intrusive units (e.g., Reynolds, 1985; 

Reynolds et al., 1986). Structurally below the South Mountains detachment fault are a 

mylonitic shear zone and associated chloritic breccia and microbreccia fault rocks (Figure 

2.2; Reynolds, 1985; Reynolds et al., 1986). Additionally, two separate sets of extension

related, middle Tertiary north-northwest trending dike swarms can be identified (Figure 

2.2; Reynolds, 1985; Reynolds et al., 1986). 

Previous studies of cross-cutting relationships and Rb-Sr, U-Th-Pb, and K-Ar 

geochronologic dating methods show that the composite pluton intrusion is Tertiary in 

age (e.g. , Davis et al., 1986; Reynolds et al., 1986). Mapped cross-cutting relationships 

show that intrusion of the composite pluton and the formation of Miocene ductile 

mylonitic fabrics during detachment faulting occurred at the same time (e.g., Reynolds, 

1985). Therefore, the mylonites and fault breccias can be dated as Tertiary because 

geochronologic dating methods determined the composite pluton is Tertiary in age 

(Reynolds et al. , 1986). 

Additionally, the detachment fault linked to formation of the metamorphic core 

complex and the development of mylonitic fabrics in the footwall were further related 

through the use of microstructures (i.e. S-C fabrics) to document a top-to-the-northeast 
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sense of shear consistent with kinematic indicators observed in the field (Davis et al., 

1986). Mylonitic fabrics in the footwall and fault breccias in the structurally shallowest 

portions of the footwall were also linked to formation ofthe core complex through 

microstructural studies (Davis et al. , 1986). 

From prior studies of geochronologic dating and mapped cross-cutting 

relationships, the following Tertiary chronologie history of the South Mountains was 

determined (Figure 2.3). In the early Miocene, 22-25 Ma, the composite pluton that 

primarily makes up the South Mountains metamorphic core complex was emplaced, 
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disrupting the Precambrian crystalline basement (Reynolds et al. , 1986). Geochronologic 

dating and mapped cross-cutting relationships indicates that after intrusion was 

completed ~20 Ma, the South Mountains detachment fault was active from ~20 Ma until 

~ 17 Ma (Reynolds et al., 1986). Associated mylonitic fabrics formed ~ 19-20 Ma 

(Reynolds et al., 1986). 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Sample Collection 

We collected seven samples from the exposed footwall rocks for microstructural 

and electron backscatter diffraction evaluation of strain localization processes. Samples 

SM-08-03 through SM-08-07 are South Mountains Granodiorite and Telegraph Pass 

Granite footwall rocks that were collected on an up-structure traverse through the ~60 

meter thick mylonitic shear zone towards the interpreted detachment fault surface (Figure 

2.2) . Samples SM-08-01 and SM-08-02 are also South Mountains Granodiorite footwall 

rocks, but were collected in the northeastern part of the South Mountains (Figure 2.2; 

Reynolds, 1985). Ofthe seven samples, SM-08-01 and SM-08-02 were structurally 

closest to the interpreted detachment fault surface (Figure 2.4). All samples were 

removed with respect to the in situ orientation of the rocks. 

Thin Section Preparation 

The oriented samples SM-08-01 through SM-08-07 were cut parallel to lineation 

and perpendicular to foliation with a water-cooled rock saw into ~ 1 in thick slices. Study 

areas on each hand sample were selected and the 1 in thick slices were further cut into 

areas close to the size of a standard thin section. Following this, standard thin sections 

(30 11m thick) of each of the seven samples were prepared. 
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Figure 2.4 Relative structural depth of samples SM-08-0 1 through 
SM-08-07 vvith respect to the inteqxeted detachment fault surface. 

Microstructural Analysis 

I conducted a microstructural analysis of all samples prior to the electron 

backscatter diffraction study. This preliminary analysis was undertaken to identify the 

primary mineralogy, microstructures ofthe primary mineralogy, and any secondary 

alteration and associated alteration microstructures (Appendix C). There are three main 

purposes of the microstructural analysis. The first goal is to identify the microstructures 

present, determine the proportion of brittle to ductile deformation, and to make a 

preliminary interpretation as to under what conditions the samples deformed. 

The second purpose of the microstructural analysis is to identify samples and 

potential study sites to look at in the electron backscatter diffraction study. The four 

samples chosen for EBSD analysis are located at different structural depths within the 

mylonitic shear zone. The third purpose of the microstructural analysis is to interpret the 

deformation mechanisms operative during crystal plastic deformation in the shear zone. 

EBSD Preparation 

Probe-polished thin sections require a secondary polishing procedure before 

EBSD analysis to remove any remaining surface damage or imperfections on the slides 

(Appendix A). The secondary polishing procedure consists of three separate rounds of 
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polishing with progressively finer-grained polishing solutions. In the first round, the 

slide was polished for 60 minutes with a 6-micron diamond suspension fluid. In the 

second round, the slide was polished for 60 minutes with a 1-micron diamond suspension 

fluid, and then in the third round the slide was polished for 60 minutes with a colloidal 

silica solution fluid. Several measures were undertaken to prevent contamination 

between rounds of polishing. Each of the three rounds was completed with different 

polishing trays, and between each round the slides were rinsed and then washed in an 

ultrasonic bath for 2-3 minutes to remove any remaining polishing solution. 

EBSD Analysis 

Electron backscatter diffraction is used to measure lattice preferred orientation in 

minerals. A lattice preferred orientation is indicated where individual grains align their 

crystallographic axes. With an oriented thin section, EBSD enables us to detect grain 

boundaries and determine the crystallographic orientations of different phases on the 

nanometer scale. This is all displayed on a beam map. The grain orientation and possible 

lattice preferred orientations are determined from a pole figure of the c-axis. In addition, 

EBSD allows the interpretation of deformation mechanisms active during crystal plastic 

deformation in the shear zone. 

EBSD data were collected at both the University of California Santa Barbara and 

California State University Northridge. Therefore, two separate EBSD preparation 

procedures were followed. At UCSB, the thin sections were carbon-coated to prevent 

any charging from occurring while the slide was under the scanning electron microscope 

(SEM). At CSUN, the thin sections were palladium-gold (Pd-Au) coated. After being 
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coated, the thin sections were attached to the SEM mount with copper tape to further 

prevent charging. 

Once the slide was in the SEM, the desired EBSD analysis site was located. To 

begin EBSD data collection, as a general rule the mounted slide is tilted 70°. At UCSB 

this rotation was done before the site for analysis was found. At CSUN the slide was 

tilted after the site was located. EBSD data collection and subsequent analyses were 

completed with the CHANNELS program at both UCSB and CSUN (Appendices B, D). 

RESULTS 

Microstructural Observations 

Quartz Microstructures 

The South Mountains Granodiorite and Telegraph Pass Granite samples 

(Appendix C; Table 1) show several different quartz microstructures (Table 2). 

Predominantly arranged as parallel, elongate ribbons (Figure 2.11 c), the quartz grains 

show evidence of sub grain development and bulging of grain boundaries (Figures 2.5b, 

2.8b). Qum1z grains within the elongate ribbons decrease in grain size when pinched 

between larger feldspar porphyroclasts (Figures 2.5c, 2.8c). With increasing structural 

proximity to the interpreted detachment fault surface, quartz grains exhibit sinuous grain 

boundaries (Figure 2.1 Od). Quartz grain boundary migration is indicated where the 

sinuous grain boundaries close off to form new grain boundaries (Figure 2.9c). 

Feldspar Microstructures 

The plagioclase and potassium feldspar grains are generally larger in size than the 

quartz grains (Table 3; Figure 2.7c). With increasing structural proximity to the 

interpreted detachment fault surface, feldspar grains decrease in size and are present as 
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rounded neoblasts (Figure 2.llc). Feldspar grains exhibit microfracturing (Figure 2.9d), 

slight zoning, and some bulging of grain boundaries (Figures 2.9c, 2.10e). 

Sample Rock Name Modal% Modal% Modal% Modal% 
Quartz Feldspar Biotite Oxides 

SM-08-01 South Mountains 40% 45% 10% 5% 
Granodiorite 

SM-08-02 South Mountains 40% 50% 7% 3% 
Granodiorite 

SM-08-03 South Mountains 50% 45% 5% Trace 
Granodiorite 

SM-08-04 South Mountains 50% 42% 8% Trace 
Granodiorite 

SM-08-05 South Mountains 45% 50% 5% Trace 
Granodiorite 

SM-08-06 Telegraph Pass Granite 50% 40% 5% 5% 
SM-08-07 South Mountains 50% 35% 7% 8% 

Granodiorite 

Table 1 Modal proportions of samples SM-08-01 through SM-08-07. 

Sample Quartz Microstructures Matrix% 
SM-08-01 Elongate ribbons, sub grain development, bulging of grain 30% 

boundaries 
SM-08-02 Elongate ribbons, subgrain development, sinuous grain 25% 

boundaries 
SM-08-03 Sub grain development, bulging of grain boundaries <5% 
SM-08-04 Elongate ribbons, subgrain development, sinuous grain 60% 

boundaries 
SM-08-05 Elongate ribbons, subgrain development, sinuous grain 40% 

boundaries, grain boundary recrystallization 
SM-08-06 Elongate ribbons, subgrain development, sinuous grain 70% 

boundaries, grain boundary recrystallization with 
overprinted bulging of grain boundaries 

SM-08-07 Elongate ribbons, subgrain development, sinuous grain 70% 
boundaries 

Table 2 Quartz microstructures displayed in samples SM-08-01 through SM-08-07. 
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Sample Feldspar Microstructures Porphyroclast % P-clast Size 
SM-08-01 Microfracturing, zoning, 70% 2-20 J..Lm 

bulging of grain boundaries 
SM-08-02 Microfracturing, zoning, 75% 2-30 J..Lm 

bulging of grain boundaries 
SM-08-03 Microfracturing, zoning >95% 2-50 J..Lm 
SM-08-04 Microfracturing, zoning, 40% 1-20 J..Lm 

bulging of grain boundaries 
SM-08-05 Microfracturing 60% 5-50 J.!m 
SM-08-06 Bulging of grain boundaries, 30% < 1-5 J..Lm 

grain boundary migration 
SM-08-07 Bulging of grain boundaries 30% < 1-5 J.!m 

Table 3 Feldspar microstructures displayed in samples SM-08-01 through SM-08-07. 

Figure 2.5 (a) Whole thin section scan o f SM-08-0 I in cross-polar li ght. Squares denote locations 
o f photomicrographs. (b) Photomicrograph of SM-08-0 1-a. Q uartz subgrain development along the 

edges of elongate qua rtz ribbons. (c) Photomic rograph of SM-08-0 1-b. Sinuous. elongate quartz 
ribbons pinch out between fi·actured feld spar porphyroclasts. (d) Photomicrograph of SM-08-0 1-c. 

Rec rystalli za tion of quartz gra in boundaries on the edges o f quartz subgra ins. 
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Figure 2.6 (a) Whole thin sect ion scan of SM-08-02 in c ross-po lar light. Squares denote locatio ns of 
photomicrographs. (b) Photomicrograph of SM-08-02-a. Quartz subgrain development along sinuous 

gra in boundaries. (c) Photomicrograph of SM -08-02-b . Elongate quartz ribbons between 
mi crofractured and zoned feldspar grai ns. 
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Figure 2.7 (a) Whole thin section scan ofSM-08-03 in cross-polar light. Boxes denote 
photomicrograph locations. (b) Photomicrograph ofSM-08-03-a. Bulging and 

recrystallization of quartz grain boundaries, as well as quartz subgrain deve lopment 
\·Vithin the grains. (c) Photomicrograph ofSM-08-03-b. Fractured and zoned feldspars are 

larger than the quartz grains. 
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Figure 2.8 (a) Whole thin section scan of SM-08-04 in cross-polar light. Boxes denote 
photomicrograph locations. (b) Photomicrograph of SM-08-04-a. Elongate quartz ribbons have 

sinuous grain boundaries and subgrain development. (c) Photomicrograph ofSM-08-04-b. Quartz 
ribbons pinch out between fractured fe ldspar porphyroclasts. 
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Figure 2.9 (a) Whole thin secti on scan of SM -08-05 in cross-polar light. Boxes indicate 
photomicrograph locations. (b) Photomicrograph of SM-08-05-a. Quartz subgrain development 

along sinuous quartz grai n boundaries. (c) Photomicrograph of SM-08-05-b. Elongate quartz ribbons 
with recrystallization along si nuous grain boundari es. (d) Photomicrograph of SM-08-05-c. Quartz 

subgrain development \Vi thin elongate ribbons alongside larger, fractured feldspar 
porphyroc lasts. 
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Figure 2.10 (a) Whole thin section scan of SM-08-06 in cross-polar light. Boxes indicate 
photomicrograph locations. (b) Photomicrograph of SM-08-06-a. Evidence of recrystallization 

of quartz grain boundaries and quartz subgrain development. (c) Photomicrograph of SM-08-06-b. 
Elongate quartz ribbon with bu lging or grain boundaries. (d) Photomicrograph of Sl'v1-08-06-c . 

Sinuous quartz grain boundaries along elongate quartz ribbon. (e) Photomicrograph of SM-08-06-d. 
Sinuous quartz gra in boundaries and bulging or feldspar grain boundaries. 
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Figure 2.11 (a) Whole thin section scan of SM-08-07 in cross-polar li ght. Boxes indicate 
photomicrograph locations. (b) Photomicrograph of SM-08-07-a. Elongate quartz ribbon 

with sinuous quartz grain boundaries and subgra in deve lopment. Fe ldspar grain boundaries 
show evidence of bulging. (c) Photomicrograph of SM-08-07-b. Offset elongate quartz ribbons. 

Small feldspar gra ins 'vvith bulging of gra in boundaries. 

EBSD Data 

On the EBSD band contrast and Euler angle beam maps produced for the samples, 

a change in color on the beam map indicates a different Euler angle orientation. Gradual 

color changes indicate subgrains. Black lines denote grain boundaries, and thinner gray 

lines mark subgrains. The corresponding scatter plot and contour pole figures have one 

point per quartz grain represented in order to prevent over-sampling. 
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SM-08-01-b 

The EBSD beam map for SM-08-01-b (Appendix D; Figure 2.12b) displays the 

smaller quartz grains arranged in elongate ribbons that pinch out between larger 

plagioclase and potassium feldspar porphyroclasts. The quartz grains exhibit bulging of 

grain boundaries. Additionally, while the quartz grains are smaller in size than the 

feldspar grains as a whole, the quartz grains decrease in size and increase in the degree of 

grain boundary migration when closer to a pinch-out between two feldspar 

porphyroclasts. The scatter plot pole figure indicates the quartz c-axis orientations are 

clustered to the upper right and lower left of the crosshairs (Figure 2.12c ). The contour 

pole figure (Figure 2.12d) shows the c-axis maxima are centralized in the lower left 

quadrant next to the crosshairs. These maxima are consistent with a lattice preferred 

orientation along the rhomb <a> and prism <a> slip systems. 
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Figure 2.12 FBSD data for SM-08-0 1-b. (a) Photomicrograph of SM-08-0 1-b. Red box denotes 
where the EI3SD beam map is located. (b) E13SD beam map ofSM -08-0 1-b. 

Band contra. t and Euler angle beam map of quartz. orthoclase. and bytownite. White 
space is non-indexed minerals. 131ack lines arc gra in boundaries. Gray lines arc subgrains (> 5°). 

(c) Equal area projection scatter plot pole figure of quartz grain c-axcs. with 1 point per grain. 
(d) Equal area projection contour pole tigurc of quartz grain c-axcs. with 1 point per grain . 

SM-08-03-a 

SM-08-03-a (Appendix D; Figure 2.13b) shows evidence ofbulging of quartz 

grain boundaries and quartz subgrain development. Minor amounts of grain boundary 

migration along the quartz grain boundaries are present. The plagioclase and orthoclase 

feldspar grains are brittlely deformed with no evidence of bulging of grain boundaries or 

sub grain rotation. There is no indication of a strong mylonitic fabric within the large, 

block-like quartz and feldspar grains. The two pole figures (Figures 2.13c, 2.13d) show 
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the quartz grains do not have a strong lattice preferred orientation. Quartz c-axis 

orientations are scattered randomly around the crosshairs (Figure 2.13c). In the contour 

pole figure the c-axis maxima are located in the northern hemisphere (Figure 2.13d). 

These maxima are consistent with rhomb <a> and prism <a> slip. 
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Figure 2.13 EBSD data lo r SM-08-03-a. (a) Photomicrograph or S 1-08-03-a. Red box denotes where 
the EBSD beam map is loca ted. (b) EBSD beam map o r SM-08-03-a. Band contrast and Euler angle beam 

map or quartz, orthoclase. and bytownite. White space is non-indexed minerals. Black lines are grain 
boundaries. Gray lines are subgrains (> 2°). (c) Equa l area projection scatter plot pole fi gure or 

quartz grain c-axes. with I point per grain. (d) Equal area projec tion contour pole fi gure o r quartz gra in 
c-axes. with I point per grain. 

SM-08-05-a 

SM-08-05-a (Appendix D; Figure 2.14b) shows evidence ofbulging of quartz 

grain boundaries and quartz grain boundary migration. The elongate quartz ribbons are 

composed of smaller quartz grains with sinuous grain boundaries. A decrease in grain 

size and increase in grain boundary migration is observed when the elongate quartz 
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ribbons are between two feldspar porphyroclasts. The larger, more block-like plagioclase 

and potassium feldspar grains show some bulging of grain boundaries and subgrain 

rotation. The quartz c-axis orientations are scattered randomly around the crosshairs on 

the scatter plot pole figure (Figure 2.14c ). However, the equal area projection contour 

pole figure shows the c-axis maxima are centralized just above the crosshairs (Figure 

2.14d). These c-axis maxima are indicative of a lattice preferred orientation along the 

rhomb <a> and prism <a> slip systems. 
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Figure 2.14 EI3SD data for SM-08-05-a. (a) Photomicrograph of SM-08-05-a. Red box denotes where 
EBSD beam map is located. (b) EBSD beam map of S ~-08-05 - a. Band contrast and Euler angle beam 

map of quartz. orthoc lase. and bytownite. White space is non-indexed minerals . 131ack lines are 
grain boundaries. Gray lines arc subgrains (> I 0 ). (c) Eq ual area projection scatter plot pole figure 

of quartz grain c-axcs. with I pointper grain . (d) Equal area projec tion contour pole figure of 
quartz grain c-axcs. wi th I point per grain. 
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SM-08-06-a 

SM-08-06-a (Appendix D; Figure 2.15b) displays evidence of bulging of quartz 

grain boundaries, quartz subgrain development, and quartz grain boundary migration. 

Parallel elongate quartz ribbons are observed between plagioclase and potassium feldspar 

porphyroclasts. The feldspar grains exhibit bulging of grain boundaries and some grain 

boundary migration. With all quartz grains represented on the scatter plot pole figure, the 

quartz c-axis orientations are clustered above the crosshairs toward the center (Figure 

2.15c ). These c-axis maxima are consistent with a lattice preferred orientation with 

rhomb <a> and prism <a> slip. 

DISCUSSION 

Microstructural Analysis 

In the first phase of analysis I identified the microstructures associated with quartz 

and feldspar grains. The identified microstructures allow interpretation of the 

mechanisms of dynamic recrystallization, all of which are indicative of dislocation creep. 

A correct interpretation of the dynamic recrystallization regimes is important to 

understanding the processes and conditions under which deformation occurred. 

Three dynamic recrystallization regimes associated with the dislocation creep 

deformation mechanism have been identified in experimentally deformed quartz 

aggregates (e.g., Hirth and Tullis, 1992). Regime 1 is termed 'bulging grain boundary 

migration' recrystallization (e.g. , Hirth and Tullis, 1992). Regime 1 is grain-size 

insensitive and occurs under high stress conditions (e.g. , Hirth and Tullis, 1992; Passchier 

and Trouw, 1998). It is identified microstructurally in the South Mountains samples as 

bulging of quartz grain boundaries (Figure 2.1 Oc ). 
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Figure 2.15 EBSD data for SM-08-06-a. (a) Photomicrograph of Sl'vl-08-06-a. Red box denotes where 
EBSD beam map is located. (b) EBSD beam map ofSM-08-06-a. Band contrast and Euler ang le 

beam map of quartz. orthoclase, and bytownite. White space is non-indexed mineral s . Black 
lines a re gra in boundari es. Gray lines are subgrains (> 5°). (c) Equal a rea projection 

scatter plot pole figure of all quartz e-axcs. 

Regime 2 is described as 'subgrain rotation' recrystallization (e.g., Hirth and 

Tullis, 1992; Passchier and Trouw, 1998). Regime 2 is grain-size insensitive and occurs 

under moderate stress conditions (e.g., Hirth and Tullis, 1992; Passchier and Trouw, 

1998). It is identified microstructurally in the South Mountains samples as undulose 

extinction in the quartz grains and as elongate quartz ribbons (e.g. , Figures 2.6b, 2.8b ). 

Regime 3 is described as 'grain boundary migration' recrystallization (e.g., Hirth 

and Tullis, 1992; Passchier and Trouw, 1998). Regime 3 is grain-size insensitive and 
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occurs under low stress conditions (e.g., Hirth and Tullis, 1992; Passchier and Trouw, 

1998). It is identified microstructurally in the South Mountains samples as sinuous 

quartz grain boundaries (e.g., Figures 2.9c, 2.10d). 

Microstructural observation of quartz grains in the South Mountains Granodiorite 

and Telegraph Pass Granite protomylonites and mylonites reveals the presence of 

elongate ribbon grains with subgrain development (grain boundary migration) along the 

rims ofthese grains, and irregular and sinuous sutured grain boundaries (e.g. , Figures 

2.1 Od, 2.11 b). These microstructures are interpreted as evidence of dynamic 

recrystallization Regimes 2 and 3 (e.g., Hirth and Tullis, 1992; Passchier and Trouw, 

1998). As one progress structurally further up the sample collection traverse toward the 

interpreted detachment fault surface (Figures 2.2, 2.4; Reynolds, 1985; Reynolds et al., 

1986), dynamic recrystallization Regime 3 appears to become dominant over dynamic 

recrystallization Regime 2. This is based on the presence of increasingly lobate 

structures and larger grain sizes. 

Three regimes of recrystallization have been identified in feldspar grains (e.g., 

FitzGerald and Stunitz, 1993; Lafrance et al., 1996). The first regime occurs at lower 

temperatures and is apparent by grain boundary bulging (e.g. , Lafrance et al., 1996). The 

moderate and high temperature regimes of sub grain rotation recrystallization and "fast" 

grain boundary migration (e.g., Lafrance et al., 1996) are not observed in the South 

Mountains samples. In contrast to the quartz grains in the South Mountains Granodiorite 

and Telegraph Pass Granite samples, the plagioclase feldspar and potassium feldspar 

crystals are not deformed under the higher temperature regimes. The feldspar grains are 

predominantly micro fractured with limited development of bulging grain boundaries on 
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the rims ofthe feldspar grains (e.g., Figures 2.8c, 2.11c). The occurrence ofbulging of 

feldspar grain boundaries increases with structural proximity to the interpreted 

detachment fault surface. These microstructures are interpreted as evidence of grain 

boundary bulging recrystallization (e.g., Lafrance et al. , 1996). 

EBSD Analysis 

Confirmation of Microstructures 

EBSD beam maps are used 11 I l microstructures observed under the 

petrographic microscope. My fact •termination of grain boundaries and on 

the shape of grain boundaries. Sub grain rotation of quartz grains is indicative of Regime 

2 dynamic recrystallization. On the EBSD beam maps subgrain boundaries are apparent 

~ 
as thin gray lines (e.g., Figure 2.15b ). Similar color on either side of a sub grain boundary 

indicates subgrain recrystallization. Subgrains are defined as low-angle boundaries. The 

criteria for determining a subgrain varied with each EBSD sample (Appendix B), but 

were always less than 5°. Sub grains are primarily located in the center of large quartz 

grains (e.g., Figure 2.15b ), or along the edges of extremely sinuous quartz grain 

boundaries (e.g., Figure 2.14b). 

An analysis of grain boundaries on the EBSD beam maps is used to differentiate 

between Regime I (grain boundary bulging) and Regime 3 (grain boundary migration) 

dynamic recrystallization. Although possible to differentiate between the two regimes in 

the microscope, neoblasts from Regime 1 are extremely small (< 1 ~-tm) and typically not 

observed. Grain boundaries are high-angle boundaries indicated on the EBSD beam 

maps as thick black lines. The criteria for determining a subgrain varied with each EBSD 

sample (Appendix B), but were always greater than 1°. Dynamic recrystallization 
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Regimes 1 and 3 are similar in that both are grain-size insensitive. The difference is that 

the bulges associated with Regime 1 dynamic recrystallization are low-angle and less 

distinct (e.g. , Figure 2.12b). Plagioclase and potassium feldspar grains show evidence of 

Regime 1 dynamic recrystallization. Regime 3 dynamic recrystallization is characterized 

by curvaceous, sinuous, lobate structures with larger grains than associated with Regime 

1. When these sinuous grain boundaries pinch off, new grains form on the rims of larger 

grains. This is apparent on the quartz grains in the EBSD samples. Grain boundary 

migration is indicated by small squares (e.g., Figures 2.14b, 2.15b). 

Deformation Mechanisms 

The combination of the microstructural evidence for crystal plasticity and the 

interpreted lattice preferred orientation indicates that the quartz grains deformed by 

dislocation creep (e.g., Hirth and Tullis, 1992; Passchier and Trouw, 1998). Based on the 

prevalence of dynamic recrystallization Regimes 2 and 3 in the quartz grains, the South 

Mountains Granodiorite and Telegraph Pass Granite samples did not undergo either 

brittle or semi-brittle deformation. There are three primary reasons the results are more 

compatible with dislocation creep than diffusion creep. 

First, diffusion creep does not produce a lattice preferred orientation. The 

samples show evidence of a well-developed lattice preferred orientation (Figures 2.12, 

2.14), and a moderately developed lattice preferred orientation (Figures 2.13 , 2.15). 

Second, diffusion creep is grain-size sensitive (e.g., Hirth and Tulli s, 1992; Gleason and 

Tullis, 1995; Rutter and Brodie, 2004). The neoblasts within the samples should all be of 

a small ( < 5 j..!m), homogeneous grain-size (e.g., Hirth and Tullis, 1992), in contrast to 
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what is observed in the South Mountains. The wide variation in grain size within the 

samples (Appendix C) makes the results more compatible with dislocation creep. 

Third, although the quartz grains show microstructural evidence for crystal 

plasticity, microstructural observations of the feldspar grains indicate limited crystal 

plasticity, suggesting that feldspar was more rheologically competent, and deformed 

dominantly by microfracturing. This indicates the temperature of deformation was still 

relatively low. Based on this and the interpreted rhomb <a> and prism <a> slip systems, 

it is inferred that deformation occurred at moderate temperatures of 500-650°C (Passchier 

and Trouw, 1998). Diffusion creep requires a higher temperature of deformation than 

dislocation creep (e.g., Passchier and Trouw, 1998). 

Identification of Lattice Preferred Orientation 

EBSD data from granodiorite and granite mylonites in the shear zone are used to 

interpret a lattice-preferred orientation in quartz grains (e.g. , Figures 2.12d, 2.14d). 

Contoured pole figures of quartz data exhibit c-axis maxima that are interpreted as 

evidence of lattice preferred orientation (e.g., Figures 2.12d, 2.14d). The locations of the 

maxima are indicative of rhomb <a> slip and prism <a> slip (Passchier and Trouw, 

1998). 

EBSD data from South Mountains Granodiorite mylonites at both the bottom and 

the top of the mylonitic shear zone (Figures 2.12, 2.14) show evidence of a lattice 

preferred orientation in quartz grains (Figures 2.12d, 2.14d). Both the scatter plot and 

contoured pole figures of quartz data indicate the c-axis maxima are located just adjacent 

to the crosshairs (Figures 2.12c-·d, 2.14c-d). The concentration of c-axis maxima is 
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interpreted as evidence of lattice preferred orientation with slip along the rhomb <a> and 

prism <a> slip systems (Passchier and Trouw, 1998). 

The equal area projection scatter plot pole figure compiled from EBSD data from 

Telegraph Pass Granite mylonite sample SM-08-06 displays an interpreted breakdown of 

a lattice preferred orientation in the quartz grains (Figure 2.15c). The plotted c-axis 

maxima are scattered across the upper hemisphere of the pole figure (Figure 2.15c ). 

Although the locations of these plotted points are still indicative of rhomb <a> slip and 

prism <a> slip (Passchier and Trouw, 1998), the c-axis maxima are less centralized than 

in the other samples. 

Implications for Strain Localization 

The microstructural and EBSD results indicate the shear zone rocks deformed 

primarily by dislocation creep. However, it is important to revisit the apparent 

breakdown of lattice preferred orientation in Telegraph Pass Granite sample SM-08-06 

(Figure 2.15). Evidence shows the randomization of lattice preferred orientation with 

structural proximity to the interpreted detachment fault surface. Dislocation creep may 

have begun to incorporate grain-boundary sliding diffusion creep, thus weakening the 

lattice preferred orientation. This implies that during detachment fault shearing, strain is 

not necessarily localized with just one deformation mechanism. 

Strain was localized dominantly by crystal-plastic deformation of quartz grains. 

Feldspar grains did incorporate some of that crystal-plastic strain with increasing 

proximity to the interpreted detachment fault surface. This is indicated by the 

progressive decrease in feldspar grain size and increase in the degree of Regime 1 
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dynamic recrystallization seen in the feldspar grains. Future studies should investigate 

this apparent transition from dislocation creep to grain-size sensitive creep. 

CONCLUSION 

The microstructural and electron backscatter diffraction study of the granodiorite 

and granite mylonites within the South Mountains mylonitic shear zone yielded several 

valuable conclusions. The plagioclase and potassium feldspar grains are more 

rheologically competent than the quartz grains, which indicate quartz controls strain 

localization in these shear zone rocks. The crystal plasticity and interpreted lattice 

preferred orientation in the quartz grains indicates the quartz grains deformed by 

dislocation creep at moderate temperatures of 500-650°C. In future studies, the feldspar 

grains of the South Mountains mylonitic shear zone should be more closely studied to 

document the apparent transition from dislocation creep to diffusion creep. In addition, 

the results of this microstructural and EBSD study on naturally deformed shear zone 

rocks can be used to help evaluate experimental flow laws for both mono-and 

polymineralic aggregates . 
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APPENDIX A: PROBE POLISHING PROCEDURE 

Date Sample Time: Time: Time: Pressure RPM 
Number 6 J.Lm 1 J.Lm Silica 

8/ 13/09 SM-08-06-b 60 min. 60min. 60 min. 4lb 25 
8/13/09 SM-08-06-a 90 min. 60 min. 60 min. 4lb 25 
8114/09 SM-08-01-a 60 min. 60min. 60min. 4lb 25 
10/12/09 SM-08-03 60min. 60 min. 60 min. 4lb 25 
12/2/09 SM-08-05 60min. 60min. 60 min. 4lb 25 
12/4/09 SM-08-04 60 min. 60min. 60 min. 4lb 25 

The probe polishing procedure consists of three separate rounds of polishing with 

the Buehler MiniMet 1000 Grinder-Polisher. Preparation involves applying a Buehler 

adhesive-backed polishing microcloth to a glass plate, which fits into a polishing bowl. 

A different glass plate and polishing bowl are used for each round of polishing. The 

polishing bowl is placed on the Grinder-Polisher under the load arm and aligned with the 

locating pins. Slides are mounted on the specimen holder with distilled water and set into 

the load pin of the load arm. 

In the first round of polishing, the slide is polished for 60-90 minutes. Three 

pumps ofMetadi II Paste 6-micron diamond suspension fluid and distilled water are 

applied to the polishing cloth. In the second round of polishing, the slide is polished for 

60 minutes . Four to five pumps ofMetadi II Paste !-micron diamond suspension fluid 

and distilled water are applied to the polishing cloth. In the third round of polishing the 

slide is again polished for 60 minutes. MasterMet 2 non-crystallizing colloidal silica 

polishing suspension is poured into the polishing bowl until the slide and glass plate are 

covered. Between each round of polishing the slides are rinsed with distilled water and 

then washed with distilled water in a Fisher Scientific Tabletop Ultrasonic Cleaner for 3 
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minutes to remove any remaining polishing solution. Slides are wiped dry with Kimtech 

Science Kimwipes to prevent any abrasions to the newly polished surface. 
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APPENDIX B: ELECTRON BACK-SCATTER DIFFRACTION RE-INDEXING 

AND PROCESSING PROCEDURES 

SM-08-01-b 

EBSD data was collected at University of California Santa Barbara. No re-

indexing was completed before the data were processed at California State University 

Northridge with the CHANNELS suite. Standard noise reduction was conducted in 

which wild spikes were extrapolated, and all zero solutions were extrapolated from 'high' 

to 'medium.' The Kuwahara filter was also applied. A minimum angle of so was set to 

define a grain boundary. In addition to grain boundaries, the beam map displays band 

contrast and all three indexed phases: quartz, orthoclase feldspar, and bytownite, which 

was substituted for plagioclase feldspar. 

SM-08-03-b 

EBSD data was collected at California State University Northridge with the 

CHANNELS suite. No reindexing was completed in Flamenco before the data were 

processed in Tango. Standard noise reduction was conducted in which wild spikes were 

extrapolated, and all zero solutions were extrapolated from 'high' to 'medium.' The 

Kuwahara filter was also applied. All pseudosymmetric indexings were removed. A 

minimum angle of 2° was set to define a grain boundary. This allowed a more accurate 

evaluation of sub grain rotation in quartz grains. In addition to grain boundaries, the beam 

map displays band contrast and all three indexed phases: quartz, orthoclase feldspar, and 

bytownite, which was substituted for plagioclase feldspar. 

Maximum Minimum MAD Calibration File 
Bands Bands 

Initial 6 4 < 1.0 WD IO.Omm, 
17S.S mm 
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SM-08-05-a 

EBSD data were collected at California State University Northridge with the 

CHANNELS suite. The initial data were re-indexed three times in Flamenco before the 

data was processed in Tango. Standard noise reduction was conducted in which wild 

spikes were extrapolated, and all zero solutions were extrapolated from 'high' to 

'medium.' All pseudosymmetric indexings were removed. A minimum angle of 1 o was 

set to define a grain boundary. In addition to grain boundaries, the beam map displays 

band contrast and all three indexed phases: quartz, orthoclase feldspar, and bytownite, 

which was substituted for plagioclase feldspar. 

Maximum Minimum MAD Calibration Other 
Bands Bands File Changes 

Initial 6 4 < 1.0 WD 10.0mm, 
17S.S mm 

Re-index #1 8 7 < 1.0 WD 10.0 mm, Hough 
17S.S mm resolution 

= 70 
Re-index #2 7 6 < 1.0 WD 10.0 mm, Advanced 

17S .S mm fit 'on' 
Re-index #3 6 s < 1.5 WD 10.0mm, 

17S .S mm 

SM-08-06-a 

EBSD data were collected with the CHANNELS suite at California State 

University Northridge. The initial data were re-indexed three times in Flamenco before 

the data were processed in Tango. Standard noise reduction was conducted in which wild 

spikes were extrapolated, and all zero solutions were extrapolated from 'high' to 

'medium.' A minimum angle of so was set to define a grain boundary. In addition to 

grain boundaries, the beam map displays band contrast and all three indexed phases: 

quartz, orthoclase feldspar, and bytownite, which was substituted for plagioclase feldspar. 
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Maximum Minimum MAD Calibration File Other 
Bands Bands Changes 

Initial 6 4 < 1.0 WD 10.0 mm, 
175.5 mm 

Re-index #1 8 7 < 1.0 WD lO.Omm, Hough 
175.5 mm resolution = 

70,advanced 
fit 'on' 

Re-index #2 7 6 < 1.0 WD 10.0 mm, 
175.5 mm 

Re-index #3 7 6 < 1.0 WD 10.0 mm, 'Lock phase' 
175.5 mm box checked 
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APPENDIX C: MICROSTRUCTURAL ANALYSES, SCANS, AND 

PHOTOMICROGRAPHS 

Sample :"tlo. 
Field Ana Locatio11 

La tirude1Lo11gitude 

Pt·oto.Jith Rock I\ a me 
Fault Rock Kame 

Pl'imary Mineralogy 

Alicro~t•·nc ·tuf'f''i of 
Primary Minet·alogy 

Secondary Alteration 

Aliuo~trnctures of 
.\lteratio11 :\line I' als 

E <>rima ted Porphyt·oc L'l<> t o,~ 
R.1nge in P-dac;t Siu 
E c;timated Matrix % 

Sl\!...:08-0 I 
Northeast area of South Motrntains 
33°:H'39J" N, 112 00'54. 1" \l,.7 

South :\.fotrntains Granodiorite 
Granodiorite proto-mylonite 

l\I ine mh 
Quartz 
feldspar 
Biotite 
Oxides 

Zircon 

Quartz: 

f eldspar: 

Primat·y 

Min Hal 
Biotite 

None 

70% 

2-20 microns 
30% 

Modal Abundance 
40% 
45~·~ 

10% 
5% 

trace 

Bulging of grain botrndarie.s, 
sub grain rotation, elongate 

ribbons, grain botmdary migration 

F rachues, zoned plagioclase, slight 
bulging of some grain botmdaries 

Repl.1ced \Yith 
Chlorite 

:\fodal ~t 
<1% 

Microstructural analysis template for SM-08-0 1. 
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'· 

) ':~ .. 
~.:;. ·iz;~~'t- 5/1-' 08 · D l 

Plane light scan of SM -08-01. 

Polarized light scan of SM-08-01. Microstructural 
analysis locations are outlined in red. 
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Photomicrograph of SM-08-0 1-a under cross-polars at 5x. 

Photomicrograph ofSM-08-01-b under cross-polars at 5x. 
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Photomicrograph ofSM-08-01-c under cross-polars at 5x. 
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Sample- :"l o. 
Fit>ld Ana Location 
La titude-/L ongitu d-e 

Proto1ith Rock Name
fault Rock Name-

Primary Min et·a lo'gy 

Micro';n·ucture'; of 

Pl'imar~- Minet·alogy 

Se-condary AltN-a tion 

~fiCl'O')ti'Uftul'e'i of 
.\Iteration :.\{ine-l'a1s 

[';timated PorpbyrocL-.~t '>.-t 
Range in P-da')t Size 
E ~rima ted Matrix %· 

SM-08-02 
North~as.t are.a of South )..1otmtain;; 
33°2 1'38.7" ~, 11 ]000'57.1" \ll 

South Motmtains Granodiorite 
Granodiorite proto-mylonite 

Mineral'; Modal abundance 
Quartz 400.,:0 
feldspar 50% 
Biotite 7% 
Oxides 3% 

Quartz: Bulging of grain botmdaries, 

Feldspar: 

Prim:w:· 
Mineml 
Biotite 

None 

2-30 microns 
25% 

sub grain rotation, elongate 
ribbons, grain botmdary migration 

Fractures, zoned plagiocla-se, tartan 
twinning 

Re-pl-lced \Yith 
Chlorite 

:.\fodal ~'0 
<1 0,..:~ 

Microstructural analysis template for SM-08-02, 
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Plane light scan of SM-08-02. 

Polarized light scan of SM-08-02. Microstructural analysis locations are 
outlined in red. 
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Photomicrograph of SM-08-02-a under cross-polars at 5x. 

Photomicrograph of SM-08-02-b under cross-polars at 5x. 
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Sample ~o. 
Field A1·ea Location 
La·titudeJLongitude 

Protolith Rock Name 
F ault Rock Name 

Pdmary Miner a log:· 

A!in·o<;tructure'i of 
Pdmary Mineralogy 

Secondary Altern tion 

Afin·o<;trurture 5 of 
Alteration :\liner als 

[ t;timated Porph:;n'oc la 5t% 
Range in P-da5t Size 
[5timated Afatrh:% 

SM-08-03 
Southwest area of South 1·tountains 
33°19'5·0.1 " ~' 11 2~04'08.8 " w 

South :\fomrtains Gnmodiori te 
Granodiorite proto-mylonite 

Modal abundance 
Quartz 50% 
feldspar 45% 
Biotite 5% 
Oxides trace 

Quartz: Bulging of grain boundaries , subgraiJ 
rotation. 2rain b01mdary migration 

~ - ~ 

Feldspar: 

Prim •u·y 
Mineral 
None 

None 

> 95% 
2-50 microns 
< )% 

onnms 
Fractures, large, blociky 

RepL1ced \Yith :\fodal % 

Microstructural analysis template for SM-08-03. 
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-... ... ·· ·" .. ,-
1.- f.' . 

, ' ~~ r 
' ' . .· . 

. . ,' 

' · -I' 
~ ' ., 

' · 

Polarized light scan of SM-08-03 . Microstructural analysis locations are 
outlined in red. 
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Photomicrograph of SM -08-03-a under cross-polars at 5x. 

Photomicrograph of SM-08-03-b under cross-polars at 5x. 
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Samp]e ~o. 

F ield Ana Location 
La titudeJL ongitu d·e 

Pt·oto1ith R ock 1\ ame
Fault Rock Name-

Primary ~linel' a logy 

Mic t'o r;tr·ur tu r·e ~ of 
Pl'imary Minet·alo~-

Secondary A1tfl<ttion 

Micl"'')tr·ucrun"'l of 
:\Iteration :\line-l'a1s 

E~rimat.ed Porphyl'ocla~;t ~'0 

Range in P-da ~t Siu 
E~timated Matrix o;~ 

SM-08-0-f 
Southwest area of South Mountains 
33°19'51.2" :.I, 11 ]004'06.0" w 

South Moun ain:s Granodiorite 
Granodiorite mylonite 

l\finHal~ 

Quartz 
f eldspar 
Biotite 
Oxides 

Quartz: 

fe ldspar: 

Primat·y 
l\Iinnal 
Biotite 
Oxides 

None 

40% 
1-20 microns 
60% 

Moda] abundance 
50~ ... ~ 
42~··~ 

8% 
trace 

BuJginj! of 2rain boundarie.s. sub2raiJ - ~ ~ . ~ 

rotation. elongate ribbons gram 
boundM}' migration 
Fractures, more rounded, 
inc01porated into quartz ribbons 

Re-pL-..ced With 
Chlorite 
Rust 

:\fodal % 

trace 

Microstructural analysis template for SM-08-04. 
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' .. 
, .. 

~ . .. .._. -~ ~ ...... . 

Plane light scan of SM-08-04. 

Polarized light scan of SM-08-04. Microstructural analysis locations 
are outlined in red. 
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Photomicrograph of SM-08-04-a under cross-polars at 5x. 

Photomicrograph of SM-08-04-b under cross-polars at 5x. 
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SampJe- :."J o. 
Fie-ld Ar·t>a Location 
La titude-JL ongitu dt> 

Pt·otoJith Rock Name
Fault Rock Name-

Ptimary MinN·alogy 

hfict·o";tl'uctun~ of 
Pt imary hlin et· a logy 

Se-condary Alte-ttt tion 

hlic I'O<;tJ'lLC tu l't> ~ of 
.\Ut>ration :\linN·ah 

E~timatt>d Porphyr-ocL1<;t% 
Rang·t> in P-da.";t Siu 
[";timat.t>d Matrix ~··'G 

SM-08-05 
Southwest area of South Mountains 
33°19'52.0" ~, 112°04'05.2 '' \V 

South )..1ountains Granodi.ori te 
Granodiorite piOto-mylonite 

l\finemh 
Quartz 
feldspar 
Biotite 
Oxides 

Quartz: 

feldspar: 

Primal'y 
MinHal 
None 

!\.one 

60% 

5-50 microns. 
40% 

ModaJ abundance 
45% 
50% 
5% 
trace 

Bulging of grain boundarie.s, s.ubgnlli 
rotation, elongate ribbons, grain 
boundary migration 
Fractures, some bulging of grain 
boundaries 

Re-pL1ced With 

Microstructural analysis template for SM-08-05. 
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Plane light scan of SM-08-05. 

Polarized light scan ofSM-08-05. Microstructural analysis locations 
are outlined in red. 
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Photomicrograph of SM-08-05-a under cross-polars at 5x. 

Photomicrograph of SM-08-05-b under cross-polars at 5x. 
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Photomicrograph of SM-08-05-c under cross-polars at 5x. 
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Sample ~o. 
Field A.na Location 
La titudeJL l)n~tude 

Pt·otl)lith Rock 1\'ame 
fault Rl)ck Name-

Pdmary :Minet·alogy 

:Uic ro~tr·uc tu l't"'> of 
Pl'imar~ · ~lin et·a log:· 

Secondary Altel'ation 

Micl'O'itructure<> of 
_-\lteratil)n :\linerah 

[r;timated Porph~TocL1st% 
Range in P-dar;t Size 
E'ltimated Matrh% 

SM-08-06 
Southwest area of Sohth Moillltains 
33°19'52.3 " N, 11 r'04'05 .0" \V 

Telegraph Pass Granite 
Granite mylonite 

MinHah 
Quartz 
feldspar 

Biotite 
Oxides 

Quartz: 

fe ldspar 

Primal'Y 
r...finHal 

None 

None 

30% 
< 1-5 microns 
70'% 

Modal abundance 
50% 
400."o 
5% 
5% 

Bulging of grain boundaries , elonga • 
ribbons., grain boundary migration 
Buhrin:e- of £rain boundarie.s. some 

~ ~ - . 
grain b01mdary migration 

RepL'lred \Yirh :\fl)dal % 

Microstructural analysis template for SM-08-06. 
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.- . -

7 
-·~ . . . ... ...,.,...-

• • 

Plane light scan ofSM-08-06. 

Polarized light scan of SM-08-06. Microstructural analysis 
locations are outlined in red. 
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Photomicrograph of SM-08-06-a under cross-polars at Sx. 

Photomicrograph of SM-08-06-b under cross-polars at Sx. 
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Photomicrograph of SM-08-06-c under cross-polars at 5x. 

Photomicrograph of SM-08-06-d under cross-polars at 5x. 
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Sample :"i o. 
Field Ana Location 
La titudeiL l)ngi tude 

Proti)Jith Rock Name 
Fault Rl)ck Name 

Primary Mi.net·alogy 

~He l'"O '>ti'UC tu r·e o; of 
Pl'imar~- ~fin -er alo gy 

Se-c-on da ·~· A.lte-t'a tion 

Micr-onructul'e'> of 
.\Ueratiou :\linel'als. 

Eo;timated Porpbyt·ocla')t% 
Range in P-cla '>t Size 
E')timated Matrn 4lll) 

Sl\1-08-01 
Southwest area of South Mountains 
33°19'53.5" N, 11 ]004'04.8" W 

South :\·Iotmtains Granodiorite 
Granodiorite mylonite 

Miner a los 
Quartz 
Feldspar 
Biotite 
Oxides 

Modal abundance 
50% 
35% 
7% 
8% 

Quartz: 

Feldspar: 

Bulging of grain boundaries , elongat• 
ribbons, grain botmdary migration 

Some grain boundaiJ' migration 

Prim at·:· 
l\1 in era 1 
None 

None 

30% 
< 1-5 mic-rons 
70% 

Replaced \Yith :\hdal% 

Microstructural analysis template for SM-08-07. 
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Polarized light scan of SM-08-07. Microstructural analysis 
locations are outlined in red. 
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Photomicrograph of SM-08-07-a under cross-polars at 5x. 

Photomicrograph of SM-08-07-b under cross-polars at 5x. 
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APPENDIX D: EBSD BEAM MAPS AND POLE FIGURES 

SM-08-01: 

EBSD beam map ofSM-08-01-b. Band contrast and Euler angle beam map of quartz, 
orthoclase, and bytownite. White space is non-indexed minerals. Black lines are grain 

boundaries. Gray lines are subgrains (> 5°). 
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Pole Figure 

rsM-08-0 l_b. cprl 
Quartz-ne\.V (-3 m) 
I ptpergrain 
1596 data points 
Equal Area projection 
LO\·Ve r hemisphere 

Equal area projection scatter plot pole figure of quartz grain c-axes, 
with 1 point per grain. 
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{0001} 
YO I Pole Figure 

[S M -08-0 I_ b.c prl 
Quartz-new (-3m) 
I ptpergrain 
1596 data points 
Equal Area projection 
Lower hemi sphere 

luster size: oo 

Exp. densities (mud): 
in= 0.00. 1ax= II. 7 

2 
4 
6 
8 
10 

I 
I 

Equal area projection contour pole figure of quartz grain c-axes, with 1 point 
per gram. 
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SM-08-03: 

map -a. Band contrast and Euler angle beam map of quartz, 
orthoclase, and bytownite. White space is non-indexed minerals . Black lines are grain 

boundaries. Gray lines are subgrains (> 2°). 
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Pole Figure 

[SM-08-03 _ 1 b J 
Quartz-new (-3m) 
I ptpergrain 
608 data points 
Equal Area projec tion 
Lower hemisphere 

Equal area projection scatter plot pole figure of quartz grain c-axes, with 1 point 
per gram. 

{000 I } 
YO IPole Figure 

[SM_08_03_ 1bl 
Quartz-new (-3 m ) 

I ptpcrgrain 
608 data points 
Equal Area proj ec tion 
Lower hemisphere 

luster size: 0° 

Exp. densities (mud ): 
Min= 0.00, Max= 20.4 1 

2 
4 
6 
8 
lo--

Equal area projection contour pole figure of quartz grain c-axes, with 1 point per 
gram. 
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SM-08-05: 

EBSD beam map of SM-08-05-a. Band contrast and Euler angle beam map of quartz, 
orthoclase, and bytownite. White space is non-indexed minerals. Black lines are grain 

boundaries. Gray lines are subgrains (> 1 °). 
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I Pole Figure 

fSM_08_05a_ v2l 
Quartz-new (-3m) 
I ptpcrgrain 
656 data points 
Equal Area projection 
Lower hemi sphere 

~------~----~~, ~· ~--~· ·~~ --------------4XO 
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Equal area projection scatter plot pole figure of quartz grain c-axes, with 1 
point per grain. 

[000 1} 
YO IPole Figure 

fSM_08_05a_v2l 
Quartz-new (-3 m) 
I ptpergrain 
656 data points 
Equal Area projection 
Lower hemisphere 

XO Half \Vidth: I 0° 
Cluster s ize: 0° 

Ex p. densities (mud): 
Mi n= 0.00, Max= 9.28 

2 
4--
6--
8--

2 

Equal area projection contour pole figure of quartz grain c-axes, with 1 point 
per gram. 
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SM-08-06: 

= I 00 11m: BC + E 1-3: Step = 5 11111 ; Grid 73x45 

EBSD beam map of SM-08-06-a. Band contrast and Euler angle beam map of quartz, 
orthoclase, and bytownite. White space is non-indexed minerals. Black lines are grain 

boundaries. Gray lines are subgrains (> 5°). 
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YO 

... ~· 

~-----------------+----------------~xo 

!Pole Figure 

[S 1_08_06_ 1] 
Quartz-nev ... (-3m) 
Complete data set 
1418 data po in ts 
Equal Area projection 
Lower hemisphere 

Equal area projection scatter plot pole figure of all quartz c-axes. 
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